
CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Chapter  II  exposes  relevant  examination  of  theoretical  literature  and

researches associated with the study matter divided into several aspects, such as

motion events, the components of motion events, and typology of language in

motion events.

2.1 Motion Events

Motion events have been mentioned earlier by the researcher in chapter I

and  have  been  revealed  some  aspects  that  matters  is  that  which  lead  to  this

section. The researcher hereby is going to give more points of view from several

quotations and theories of motion events in this part. Besides, it can be a way to

synthesize  one  theory  to  another  and  is  thereby  able  to  acquire  theoretical

framework  in  administering  this  research.  Begin  with  Talmy’s  definition  of

motion  events  (2000b,  p.  25);  he  states  that  “motion  events  are  a  situation

containing motion or the continuation of a stationary location”. Moreover, Slobin

(2003) argues that motion event is an important semantic domain in all languages

and  it  is  one  that  exhibits  distinctive  types  of  lexicalization  patterns  cross-

linguistically.  Therefore,  from  both  definitions,  the  researcher  points  out  that

motion event is about a changing of an object from one place to another that has a

various or certain way to build in form of a sentence or expression. It implies the

premier concept about motion event is a moving of position.  Furthermore,  the

journey of a mobile object has a specific system and it is able to notice through
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the elements of motion events. There is an illustration of English and Spanish that

has been adopted from Slobin (2005a) and it is presented as beneath.

English original Spanish translation
I ran out the kitchen door Salí por la puerta de la cocina

(I exited the kitchen door)

Fig. 1. Example of motion events

As already mentioned, motion event is about the changing object, which means it

must be in motion from one place to another. Besides, English and Spanish have

divergent representation in displaying the scheme of movement from an example

above. In English, a travelling model (I) was in motion by using a verb, which

contains certain manner (ran), forward along a path (out) and finally arrived at the

target place. In contrast, Spanish does not employ such kind of manner, so the

movement of the model does not show specific information about how the way its

relocate.  Spanish utilizes a  verb as motion (exited),  which the verb absolutely

does not tell manner at all. Is the model moving out from the kitchen door by

running, flying,  crawling,  or others? There is  no clue about it.  The process of

movement  that  the  model  has  done  cannot  be  imagined.  Thus,  a  verb  like

“exited”, which has no any certain information about manner and has information

about path, known as a path verb in motion events.

2.2 The Components of Motion Event

Based on Slobin’s statement (2003), motion event is a semantic domain

and it can be presented in different types of lexicalization patterns. It indicates the

difference can be detected through the component of motion event itself in order
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to understand the semantic interpretation. He also (2005a) describes that motion

events consist of a moving figure (single human male) in motion, moving in a

particular manner (running) forward along a path that crosses a boundary into a

goal location (a room) or it can be displayed as:

John ran into the house
John Ran Into The house

Figure Motion+Manner Path Ground

Fig. 2. Element of motion events

Consequently, there are five elements or components of motion events, which are

figure,  motion,  manner,  path,  and  ground.  The  researcher  also  gives  another

example of each component, as below.

A monkey climbs up cherry’s tree
A monkey Climbs Up Cherry’s tree

Figure Motion+Manner Path Ground
Batman jumps out the window

Batman Jumps Out The window
Figure Motion+Manner Path Ground

Lauren limps in the building
Lauren Limps In The building
Figure Motion+Manner Path Ground

Fig. 3. Element of motion events

2.2.1 Figure and Ground

“Figure is a moving or conceptually movable entity whose path, site, or

orientation is conceived as a variable, the particular value of which is the relevant

issue” (Talmy, 2000a, p. 312). On the other hand, Slobin (2005b) defines figure as

an individual or a group of human, animal, bird or others that the posture can be
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changed at the beginning or the end of path.  In another word, it  is a physical

component, which means it takes a part as executor of the event and becomes the

main character. Even though figure is the main character, it does not mean figure

is  the  spotlight  because  each  component  has  a  different  role  in  constructing

motion events. In a sentence, figure takes a part in what is commonly considered

the subject. 

Meanwhile, “ground is a reference entity, one that has a stationary setting

relative  to  a  reference  frame,  with  respect  to  which  the  figure's  path,  site,  or

orientation is characterized” (Talmy, 2000a, p. 312). In addition, Hickmann and

Robert (2006, p. 6) outline that “ground or landmark is the entity in relation to

which the figure is located”. A similar idea is also expressed by Levinson (2003,

p.  68);  he  says  “ground  as  the  landmark  towards  which  motion  is  directed”.

Therefore, it can be concluded that ground is the target of moving figure. It is also

a physical component of motion event just like the figure. What Talmy (2000a, p.

315)  delivered about  two characteristics  of figure and ground really  make the

notion of them more clearly. These two characteristics are demonstrated as follow.

Figure Ground

Definitional
Characteristic

s

Has unknown spatial 
(or
temporal) properties to
be determined

Acts as a reference
entity, having known
properties that can
characterize the 
Figure's
unknowns

Associated
Characteristic

s

more movable more permanently
located

more recently on the
scene/in awareness

more familiar/expected

more salient, once more backgrounder,
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perceived once Figure is
perceived

more dependent more independent

Fig. 4. The difference between figure and ground

2.2.2 Motion

According to Talmy (2000b, p. 25), “motion refers to presence per se of

motion or locatedness in the event”. It implies that motion is the action or process

of moving and it is done by the figure in motion event. In fact, the spotlight of

Motion  Events  component  is  the  motion  verb.  Additionally, motion  can  be

associated with a verb, for example:

Motion Location
The  pencil  rolled  off  the
table

The  pencil  lay  on  the
table

Fig. 5. Motion events and non-motion events

In  the  example  above,  the  verb  of  “The  pencil  rolled  off  the  table”  explains

motion, while the verb of “The pencil lay on the table” expresses location or it

does not contain motion in the sentence.

2.2.3 Path and Manner

“Path  is  the  path  followed  or  site  occupied  by  the  figure  object  with

respect to the ground object” (Talmy, 2000b, p. 25). Moreover, Slobin (2005b)

specifies  path  as  a  direction  of  movement  (forward,  up,  north,  etc.),  a  deixis

(direction  with  regard  to  a  viewpoint  of  the  narrator),  and a  contour  (curved,

zigzag, etc.). Thus, from both definitions, the function of path is to encode the
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direction or the movement. It is also known as trajectory and typically encoded in

a separate constituent (such as a prefix, a particle, or an adpositional phrase or

another locative adjunct), and additional information about the event (such as the

manner of motion) may be expressed in optional constituents. Besides, “path is

expressed  in  a  constituent  outside  the  verb  root,  in  which  case  the  verb  may

simply encode the fact that translational motion took place, or include additional

information about the manner in which this occurred” (Goschler & Stefanowitsch,

2013, p. 1).  In motion event usually, path is constructed by the compound of a

satellite and a preposition as in (a), but sometimes satellite is able to come as

individual as in (b).

(a) (b)
The supporter walked out of

the
stadium

After rifling through the house, I ran out

Fig. 6. The use of satellite

Furthermore,  Talmy  (2000b,  p.  102)  “characterizes  satellite  as  a  grammatical

category of any constituent other than a noun phrase or a prepositional phrase that

is in a sister relation to the verb root”.

The notion of manner is declared by Talmy (2000b, p. 152); he elucidates

“manner as a subsidiary action or state that a patient manifest concurrently with its

main  action  or  state”.  In  addition,  Slobin  (2005b)  delineates  manner  refers  to

some specific constituents, such as a motor pattern of movement, force dynamics,

rate,  means  of  conveyance  (by  animal,  car,  airplane,  etc.).  Both  definitions

interpret that manner is encoded by the main verb. It means the main verb has a
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specific supplementary message about how the movement works. Manner can be

analyzed by its movement and Slobin (2004) argues that it can range from rather

manner is  less conceptually unified but may include general manners,  such as

walk, run, and fly, to quite specific distinctions, such as limp, sprint, and swoop.

Besides, path and manner can be constructed in a various way, for instance a path

verb  (such as  enter),  a  verb satellite  structure (such as  go in),  a  manner  path

expression (such as run in), and a path verb and manner adverbial (such as enter at

a run).

2.3 Typology of Language in Motion Events 

Language typology can be described as device to find out characteristic of

certain language. Furthermore, there are typologies of language in motion events

that have been discovered by some experts in this domain, for instance, Leonard

Talmy and Dan Slobin. They are two popular pioneers in language typology of

motion events. Talmy introduces two language typologies of motion event that is

best known as Binary language typologies (Verb-Framed language and Satellite-

Framed  language).  Additionally,  Slobin  adds  one  more  language  typology  of

motion event and presents Tripartite language typologies (Verb-Framed language,

Satellite-Framed  language,  and  Equipollently-Framed  language).  Each  of  the

typologies will be explained as follow.

2.3.1 Verb-framed Language

Based on Talmy (2000b, p. 221), “verb-framed language (V-language) is

the typology of languages that characteristically map the core schema of the event

onto the verb”. Moreover, Slobin (2005a) points out that the notion of V-language
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is the path tends to be encoded in the main verb of a clause; using verbs with

meanings  such  as  enter,  exit,  ascend,  descend,  and etc.  In  another  word,  this

typology  shows  that  the  main  verb  explain  the  path  itself  and  there  is  no

information about how the action has been executed or the manner can be just as

an adjunct or an optional attachment to a complete clause. For example:

The students exit the classroom
instead of the students run out the 
classroom

The students exit the classroom by 
running

Fig. 7. The use of manner

In addition, some languages have been classified into this typology and they are:

French, Portuguese, Italian, Spanish. Romance
Hebrew Semitic
Turkish Turkic

Fig. 8. Language classification of V-language

2.3.2 Satellite-framed Language

Satellite-framed language (S-language) is a language typology in which

path is expressed by an element associated with the verb ('go in/out/up', etc.) base

on Slobin’s interpretation (2004). Furthermore, Talmy (2000b, p. 221) states that

“S-language  is  the  typology  of  languages  that  characteristically  map  the  core

schema of the event onto the satellite”. It implies that path exists in the satellite

and there is  a  clue about  how the movement  that  has  been implemented.  For

example:
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The  students  run  out  the
classroom

instead of the students exit the classroom or
the students exit the classroom by running

Fig. 9. The use of path

There are some examples of path satellite, which is showed as beneath.

verb + satellites
Climb down, out, over, up
Fall down, in, off, out, over
Run along, away, over, in, out
Jump down, off, out, over, up
Etc.

Fig. 10. The combination of verb and satellites

In addition, some languages have been classified into this typology and they are:

English, Dutch, German. Germanic
Russian, Serbo-Croatian Slavic

Fig. 11. Language classification of S-language

Therefore, there are several different aspects between V-language and S-languages

as follow.

V-language S-language
A bare verb indicating the 
direction of movement

Have one or more prepositional phrase 
encoding source and/or goal

Less narrative attention to the 
dynamic

More attention to dynamic of movement

Often simply appear at a new 
place

Concerned with moving the character from 
place to place

Fig. 12. The difference between V-language and S-language
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2.3.3 Equipollently-framed Language

Slobin (2004) describes equipollently-framed Language (E-language) as a

language  typology  that  path  and  manner  are  both  expressed  by  equivalent

grammatical forms. It interprets that in one event consist of two verbs, which role

as equipollent verb construction. Thus, it is known as serial verb construction or a

series of two verbs that belong to a single clause. Moreover, some languages have

been classified into this typology such as Bahasa Indonesia, Malay, Austronesian,

and etc. E-language is given an illustration, as below.

Bahasa Indonesia
Marta berjalan memasuki kamar tidur

Marta berjalan memasuki kamar tidur

English
Marta Walk Enter The bedroom

Marta walks into the bedroom

Fig. 11. The example of E-Language
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